
Where a wildly diverse 
community rediscovers faith 



We are creating a refuge for people who have

been hurt by religion to experience Jesus in a way

that helps them rediscover faith.

The Seeds and Water Collective, Inc. is a registered

501(c)(3) religious nonprofit organization.

About the
Seeds + Water
Collective



People are leaving the Church in droves. This group of
people is now the same size as Roman Catholics and

evangelical Protestants…the largest religious groups in the
U.S. They are curious about Christ, but wounded and

suspicious of the Church. We are seeking them out.

Why do we need
this ministry?



Gutsy
We understand that stepping outside of

tradition takes courage. We are unafraid

of breaking through barriers and

challenging the established culture.

OUR CORE VALUES

Humble
We look to Jesus as our example of

humility. We are humbled by our own

humanity, thus creating an open space

where people can talk authentically

about faith. 

Curious
We all have questions, uncertainty,

doubt and wonder. We welcome

curiosity and want to explore God

together.

Supportive
We want God to guide and fully heal our

wounded places. We are simply

supportive companions on the journey

toward health. 

Diverse
Each one of us reflects God's creativity in

unique ways. We want our conversations

and actions to celebrate that truth.



HOW WE DO MINISTRY 

We develop engaging content to help

people get an unvarnished view of Jesus

without all the religious strings attached.  

Content Creation

We host small Zoom cohorts that help

people rediscover and restore their faith

surrounded by inclusive and supportive

community.

Pathway Experiences

We coach and collaborate with ministry

partners to help them make their

churches a safe space.

Ministry Coaching



APRIL –  JULY 2021
Website, content development, continue

building organizational infrastructure,

fundraising our operational budget

SEPTEMBER 2021
Pathway Experiences begin 

2022 
Our first in-person Pathway Experience 

Ministry
Timeline



AARON THOMAS SHALA GRAHAMKEVIN BERRY

Partners + Board
Our Leadership 

KARRIE THOMAS LENIS ROJAS



WILL YOU HELP
US GET STARTED?



$1500

$500

$750

$1000

$250

$75

$100

Monthly Levels of Giving

TOTAL: 59 GIVERS $15,000 A MONTH



Set up
giving
online
HTTPS://KINDEST.COM/344244-HELP-LAUNCH-
THE-SEEDS-AND-WATER-COLLECTIVE

Choose a pre-defined monthly support donation or donate a custom

amount and frequency. By choosing to donate via your bank account,

we save the most money in transaction fees. You may also choose to

cover your transaction fees!

Seeds and Water Collective, Inc. is a tax-exempt public charity (federal

tax ID #85-0557176). All contributions are tax deductible to the extent

allowable by law. 

https://kindest.com/344244-help-launch-the-seeds-and-water-collective


MAJ JAMIE HENRY, M.D.
FORT BRAGG, NC

When I met Aaron in 2013, I would have considered myself an

outcast of the American Evangelical world. I had gender

dysphoria and later acted out in ways that will forever

identify me with the LGBTQ community. The first time I

attend the church Aaron pastored in Maryland, Aaron

baptized me. His teaching impacted me over the following

18 months. Aaron’s willingness to be present in the midst of

emotional pain, his ability to teach an easy-to-apply

discipleship model, and his genuine concern for me over

time, has deeply impacted my faith.

I trust Aaron because he is gentle and humble. I also feel

deeply challenged because we both know there is always

more to learn in our walk with Jesus. Regardless if someone

is a seeker or a lifelong follower of Jesus, if they want to know

Jesus more intimately, Aaron is equipped to guide that

person to walk that path.

TESTIMONIALS



APHI FANCON 
BLACKSBURG, VA

It has been a true blessing and joy to have Aaron and Karrie

Thomas as my cohort leaders and counselors. Right from the

start, they created a very safe and welcoming environment

for all the participants in which we could freely share our

hearts without being judged or challenged. Many times, after

having shared at our cohort discussions, I came away with

having a clear sense of direction, not because they pointed

out the right answers, but through deeper personal reflection

and discovery that they coached us to pursue. Over the

course of the year, I have come to consider Aaron and Karrie

as my mentors and friends. 

TESTIMONIALS



DAVID FITCH
PROFESSOR NORTHERN SEMINARY CHICAGO

Aaron Thomas brings much discernment, skill and sensitivity

to leading people and churches amidst the changes of our

culture. Well versed in reading the cultural shifts, gifted in

discernment, understanding leadership as mutuality of gifts, I

can think of few practitioners or thinkers like Aaron, who can

guide people through the maze of challenges facing pastors

in leading churches in today’s post Christendom cultures.

Author: Faithful Presence, The Church of Us vs. Them,
Prodigal Christianity, The End of Evangelicalism, and The
Great Giveaway

TESTIMONIALS



BRENDA VARELA
OWNER OF BAJA HOSTEL 

The content of the cohort was amazing but I wouldn’t have

grown as much without Aaron’s guidance. I was going

through a very difficult time in my life and he helped me

process my pain, my doubts, my calling. Most of the time

showing vulnerability and opening up to someone is

incredibly hard but that wasn’t my experience at all with

Aaron, he really listens and that’s not something you find

every day, he never judged me for my struggles, he showed

compassion and empathy and always knew exactly what to

ask when I felt lost. He is definitely someone that knows how

to follow the Spirit’s lead when helping someone.

(http://www.bajahostel.com.mx/)
Marketplace Missional Practitioner
La Pas, Mexico

TESTIMONIALS



VISION + CONTENT

Pastor and church planter for 16 years

Missional church planting coach for 5+

years with The V3 Movement

Field Development Director for Servant

Group International, working with middle

eastern refugees in Europe

Working on Masters in Theology and

Mission at Northern Seminary

Aaron Thomas



Thank you
for your
time &
support!

STAY IN TOUCH!
aaron@seedsandwaterco.org
301-801-5714

mailto:aaron@seedsandwaterco.org

